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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider two-body Schrodinger Hamiltonians of the form 
H = Ho + Q on L2( Iw3), where H,, is the free Hamiltonian and Q the interaction. 
In configuration space Q = e-urUe-u9, where p > 0, Y = / x 1 , and 
U: H1(R3) - H-l(R3) is a compact self-adjoint operator; Hs(R3) is the usual 
Sobolev space. For this class of Schradinger operators, Babbitt and Balslev 
have developed a local distortion technique (see [2]). Using this technique they 
have shown that certain matrix elements of the resolvent R(E) = (H - E)-l 
can be continued meromorphically onto a parabolic subset of the second sheet 
(the unphysical sheet) of the Riemann surface for z1j2. The poles of this continu- 
ation are called resonances. Furthermore, the on-the-energy-shell S-matrix 
S(E) has a meromorphic continuation with poles occurring at most at resonances. 
The main result of the present paper is the fact, proved as the theorem of 
Section 2, that the poles of S(E) and the resonances agree. Moreover, we expli- 
citly construct an isomorphism of the space of resonance states at x0 and the null 
space of S(Z,2)*. 
For a discussion on the importance of resonances in physics, see [4, p. 351; 81, 
and the references given there. 
The connection between the resonances and the poles of the S-matrix has 
been proved by Shenk and Thoe [5, Theorem 6.11 for Q multiplication with a 
real-valued function 4, such that e2arq(x) is a bounded uniformly a-Holder 
continuous function for some a > 0, 0 < OL < 1. For a more detailed dis- 
cussion, see Section 3, where we also discuss the connection with the resonances 
for Schrbdinger operators with dilationanalytic potentials. 
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2. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN RESONANCES AND POLES OF THE S-;\IATRIX 
In this section we prove that the resonances arc identical with the poles of 
S(S) in the set 
We also construct an isomorphism between the space of resonance states at a 
resonance .a,, and ker(S(z,,a)*). 
The proof is based on the local distortion technique and uses most of the 
results of [2]. Instead of giving a lengthy review of [2] we have decided to refer 
the reader to [2] for the relevant notation, definitions, and results. 
We give a short description of the class of Schrodinger Hamiltonians treated 
here. We work in momentum spaces where the free Hamiltonian Ef,, is multi- 
plication by K2. I’ denotes convolution with the function (R2 -i p2)-*, p > 0 a 
fixed constant. In configuration space I’ is multiplication by the function 
(8np)-l e-UT. The properties of the operator I’ and the operators associated with 
V (V’, rI’, IJo( aI’( are given in [2, Sect. 31. sa denotes the weighted 
Hilbert space L2( Iw3; (1 + K2)0112 dk), 01 = il. The natural duality between 
&+1 and AC1 is denoted (., .); viz., for v E X+r , 4 E X1 , 
We assume that the interactionQ is of the formQ = VUV, where U: &‘+r -+ X1 
is a compact self-adjoint operator. By self-adjointness of U we mean that 
(5% 9) = (% U#) for T,$ E =@L . 
The Hamiltonian is defined as H = H,, + Q and is a bounded operator from 
.&+r to A??~. Via the quadratic form technique a self-adjoint operator, also 
denoted H, is associated with Ho + Q. See [2, Sect. 4J for the details. This 
selfadjoint operator is the Hamiltonian in the usual sense of the two-body 
system considered here. 
We introduce the following notation for the identity plus the r-distorted 
Lippman-Schwinger operator, 
Lyz2) = 1 -t R&?)r vuvr, 
and for a symmetrized operator the notation, 
Kqz2) = 1 + vr&r(,y vu. 
If r = (0, CO) we writeL(z2) and K(z2) instead of Lr(z2) and Kr(z2). Notice that 
Lr(zz) E Y(X~,) and Kr(z2) E 9’(ti?J. 
We state and prove a series of lemmas to be used in the proof of our theorem. 
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LEMMA 1. Let r be a distortion and let a E Cr. Then the operator Vr is a 
one-to-one map of ker(Lr(z2)) onto ker(Kr(z2)). The inverse of Vr / ker(Lr(z2)) is 
the operator -R0r(z2)r VU 1 ker(Kr(z2)). 
Proof. For #r E ker(Lr(z2)), i.e., I+G~ E Xfl and 
(1 + Rar(a2)r VUVr) *r = 0, 
we define 
ql= vr*j-. 
Then q~ E Z+r , 
(1 + V~,r(z”)’ VU) yJ = 0 and t/r = --Ro~(.Z~)~ VU?. 
Hence the operator Vr defines a one-to-one map from ker(Lr(z2)) into 
ker(Kr(z2)). Conversely for tp E ker(Kr(z2)) we define 
I+$- = -R,r(.s)r vu,. 
Then #r E Zzl , 
T = Vr#r and (1 + Rsr(az)r VUVr) #r = 0. 
Hence Vr j ker(Lr(z2)) is onto ker(Kr(Z2)) with the inverse 
-Ror(z2)r VU 1 ker(Kr(z2)). 1 
LEMMA 2, Let z E G and let r be a deformation chosen relative to z as in the 
definition of w(z). We have the following expression for the operator ,,TO(z): 
OT,,(z) = OV(z) U(IF(Z~))-~ V,(z). 
Proof. We have chosen r such that 
J@(z) = vrRr(z2) v. 
The operator OT,,(z) is defined in [2, (5.2)] by 
J&4 = cJ’(4 uVo(d - oVb4 u@h> uVo(4 
= ov(z) U(1 - vrRJ-(z?)f VU) V&z). 
The r-distorted resolvent Rr(z2) is defined by [2, Sect. 41 
Rr(zz) = (1 + ROr(zz) rVUVr)-l Ror(z2) 
or with our notation 
(1) 
Rr(,z) = (Lr(z2))-l R,j-(z2). 
From this we get 
vrR,rp) rv = q,q vwp2) w. 
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Lemma 1 and the Fredholm alternative imply that (EI“(z~)))~ exists if and onl!. 
if (Lr(z2))-r exists. 
Since Rr(zz) exists, also (Lr(z2))-l and hence (Kr(z2))-t exists, and con- 
sequently 
Then 
vrRr(z2) rv = (Kqz2))-1 vrR,r(Z”)’ v. 
1 - VW(.z”)’ vu = 1 - (Kr(za))-l vrR,r(z”)’ vu 
= (F-(,q)-*. 
Insertion of this into (1) gives the result. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let z,, E F. Then z,, is a pole of S(z2) if and only if ker(S(%a2)*) # 0. 
Proof. This lemma is identical with [5, Lemma 6.2, p. 1171. The proof is 
also valid here, because it depends on: 
(a) S(z2) is meromorphic in .z, 1 Im z ; < p, 
(b) S(z2) is unitary for z > 0, .z2 not an eigenvalue, and 
(c) (1 - S(9)) is a compact operator, z E G. 
These properties of S(z2) have been established in [2]. (For (a), see remark after 
the definition of S(z2) in [2, Sect. 51; for (b), see [2, Theorem 6.41; and for (c), 
see [2, Sect. 51). 1 
LEMMA 4. Let z,, be a resonance and let #r be a corresponding resonance state. 
Then #r has a simple pole at z,, , and the residue at x0 is given by 
Res ($r; ~0) = - &- oV(/(zJ UVr$r. 
II 
Proof. If tir were analytic at x0 , then #, would be analytic in R, . But then 
vrlJr = v$b 
[2, Proposition 3.71. As $r is a resonance state, we have 
&- = - R,r(z02)r VUVr~, . 
By analytic continuation we get 
# = -RO(z02) VUV#. 
But this means that .~,,a is a nonreal eigenvalue of H, in contradiction to the fact 
that H is self-adjoint. Hence tir has a pole at z0 . The simplicity of .z, as a pole of 
I/~ as well as the formula for Res(# r; x,,) now follow from the equation 
(cr,- = -ROr(qj”)’ VUl/rsL, . 
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LEMMA 5. Let r be a negative distortion and let q, be a point in the interior 
of the rectangle determined by r. Then 
Kr(zn2) = K(zn2) + kzOVO(zO), V(z,) U. 
Proof. From the definition of Kr(zo2), it follows that it suffices to prove the 
formula 
VrRnr(z,2)r V = VR,(zn2) V + 7&z, VO(zO)O V(zJ. 
Let y denote the positively oriented boundary of the rectangle determined by r. 
For arbitrary F, J/ E Xi we make the following computation using the analyticity 
properties associated with V [2, Proposition 3.81 and the Cauchy integral 
formula. 
= 
s 
((pVv) (k), (k2 - z,,‘)-’ (‘V#) (k))n k2 dh 
r 
+ j” (12 - GY ((vd 0% (k + W ( Wd (W, k2 dk 
Y 
= s m ((vv) (4, (k2 - ~~)-l (v#> @>)n k2 dk 
l 2fli~n2(2~n)-1 ((vf~> C%), (WI (4)~2 
= (93 ~%(%2) Vslr) + ~i%Llwn> % own) v% 
= (% (md%2) v + ~%J~n/o(%) owQN 44. I 
With these preparations we can state and prove the main result. 
THEOREM. Let z,, be a resonance. Then the space of resonance states ker(Lr(zo2)) 
is isomorphic to ker(S(go2)*) via the operator A,” defined by 
Azo$r = Res ($I-; ,G> 
with the inverse operator BzO given by 
BzO = -22aiq,2R,r(z,2)r VU(K(.Z,~))-~ V,(z,) 1 ker(S(za2)*). 
COROLLARY. The set of poles of S(z2) in F is identical with the set of resonances. 
Proof of the Theorem. It is proved in [2, Proposition 4.91 that z,, is a resonance 
if and only if -%a is a resonance. Thus we can assume Re zs > 0 and work 
with negative distortions l7 
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We divide the proof into the following steps: 
1”. The operator AzI, maps ker(lr(z,2)) into ker(S(u?,z)*). 
2”. B,,,Azo = I on ker(lr(zs2)). 
3”. The operator Bzo maps ker(S(%,2)*) into ker(L“(z,2)). 
4”. AzoBzo = I on ker(S(%,r2)*). 
Proof of 1”. Let z, be a resonance with Re z,, > 0. Let tir be a corresponding 
resonance state, i.e., zJr E .Z”fr n G& and 
(1 + &r(z;)r vurq #j- = 0. 
By Lemma 4, tir has a simple pole at z,, with the residue given by 
f = -(22,)-1 ()V(v(zl,) uvr&- . 
We shall prove f E ker(S(%s2)*). The operator S(S,,~)* is given by 
s(%“2)* =; 1 + 7ri.o(oTo(q)))*. 
According to the proof of Lemma 2 and the fact that Im z,, > 0 we get (cf. also 
[2, Proposition 5.31) 
(,T,(.%,))* = ov(zo) U(1 - VR(z,2) VU) V&“) 
= ov4 TG%2))-1 V&o>. 
By the assumption on lClr and by Lemma I, we get 
Kyzo2) VP&- = 0. 
According to Lemma 5 we have 
(K(Z(j2) + 7iZ~V~(Zo)o V(Xo) U) Vvr#r = 0. 
We apply (K(z,~))-~ to both sides and get 
(1 + 7k+(K(Zo2))-l V&Z,) oV(Zo) U) Vr#r = 0. 
We now apply oV(‘(zo) U 
(1 +~%i, v(zo> U(K(zo2))-1 vo(%)) ov(%J uVr#r = 0. 
Introducing the expression given above for (,,T&Q)* and for f, we get 
(1 + I&)*) f = 0. 
This proves that the operator AZ0 defined by 
A,,,$r = Res ($r; ~0) 
(2) 
maps ker(lr(zs2)) into ker(S(go2)*). 
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Proof of 2”. Given #Jo E ker(lr(zs2)). Then by Lemma 4 
A&I- = Res(#r; 4 
=- -(22,)-l ov(z,) u V’zjr . 
By assumption, $n satisfies (2). Together with #r E ker(lr(xs2)) this yields 
B,oA,o*r == -27riz,2Ro~(zo’)’ VU(K(z,2))-1 Vo(zo) AZ&l+ 
= ?T~~$JR~~(Z~~)~ VU(K(Z,2))-1 V,(Z,) oV(Xo) UV’#r 
= --R(J~(Z~) VUVr+r z *r . 
This is the desired result. 
PYOOf of 3”. Given f E ker(S(2,,2)*). By assumption, 
(1 +~%lJ v&J w(%2))-1 Vo(%))f = 0 
Define 
VJ = F(%2))-1 V&cl) f. 
We shall prove F(z,,~) v = 0. Using Lemma 5 and then (3) we have 
q%“) v = w(%2) + ~%~oo(%) ov%) 7-9 (a%2))-1 Vo(%)f 
= V&o) f + ~+JV&lJ oV(%) U(w%2))-1 Vcl(%i) f
= V&J (1 + ~%I iI V(d UFh2))-1 V&“))f 
= 0. 
We define 
+br = -2hq,2Ro~(x,,2)~VUp, 
and according to Lemma 1 
#,- E ker(lr(zs2)). 
This proves that the operator Bzo given by 
Bzo = --27ri~,~R,~(x,,~)~ VU(K(Z,,~))-~ Vo(zo) 
maps ker(S(?fo2)*) into ker(L,(z,2)). 
Proof of 4”. Given f E ker(S(zas)*) we have 
(3) 
= -227i~‘z,~R,~(z,~)~ VU(K(Z,~))-~ V&i,) f. 
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Taking the residue at z,r we get 
A,,,B,J = Res(#,; x0), 
= --niz,, ()V(z,) u(K(z,,2))-’ V”(ZO)f. 
From (3), it follows that 
Remark. It was proved in [2] (see the remark after the definition of the S- 
matrix in [2, Sect. 51) that the poles of S(z2) in F can occur only at the resonances. 
3. CONNECTION WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS 
A result analogous to the theorem in Section 2 has been proved by Shenk and 
Thoe in [5, Theorem 6.11, for Schrodinger operators on L2([w3) with interactions 
Q, where Q in configuration space is multiplication with a real-valued function 
q(x) such that e2+lq(x) is a bounded uniformly a-Holder continuous function 
on [w3 for some a > 0, 0 < a: < 1. It is clear that this result is contained in the 
theorem. Shenk and Thoe use eigenfunction expansions and, with this technique, 
can prove the same result for -d + q on a domain exterior to a compact Cs 
hypersurface in IW, 71 > 2; see [6]. 
Simon has discussed the same problem in [8]. In his Theorem 7.2 he considers 
interaction of the form Q = ecmTW, oi > 0, W a two-body central dilation- 
analytic potential. This interaction is included in the class considered here, 
because by a duality and interpolation argument (see [7, Lemma 21) the compact 
operator W: H2([W3) ---f H”([W3) induces a compact operator W: H+i([w3) - 
H-l( lR3). The resonances in this dilation-analytic setup can be described as poles 
of certain matrix elements of the resolvent when they are continued mermorphic- 
ally onto the unphysical sheet (see [I]). Th e resonances from the local distortion 
technique agree with the resonances defined with the dilation analytic technique 
lying in {a2 / Im z > -p A Re a # 0} for this class of potentials. This can bc 
seen in the following way. 
Consider the following dense subspace of X. 
D = $ E X ] $(k, w) = : eck”‘P,(k)fn(w), P, a polynomial,f, eL2(Q) . 
1 n=1 i 
It is obvious that DC C&, . It follows from [3, Theorem 4.51 that any 4 t 1) 
is an S,,,- dilation-analytic vector. If E. = z,,2 is a “dilation-analytic” resonance, 
there exists IJZJ, (c, E D such that z. is a pole of (q, R(9) 4). Note that we arc 
working in momentum space. From [2, Lemma 4.51, it follows that z,, is a “local 
distortion” resonance because q~, #J E .P n GYo,, . Conversely, if z,, is a “local 
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distortion” resonance we can find 9, # E D such that .a0 is a pole of (v, R(z2) 4). 
But then x0 is a “dilation-analytic” resonance because q, 4 are S,,,,-dilation- 
analytic vectors. 
In [8, Theorem 7.21, Simon states that the poles of the forward T-matrix 
can occur only at the resonance energies. The corollary of our theorem extends 
this result by showing that the poles and the resonance energies agree in 
{z2/Imz> -~ARezfO}. 
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